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THE RIGHT PRODUCT

The best haircut doesn't
matter if you are not using
the right products or
techniques to support it. A
thorough consultation
should be done to discuss
client needs and determine
which products are best
suited for them. 

Not all products are
created equal.
Are you wanting to create
volume or collapse it? This
will make a huge
difference in your product
selection as well as
application.

Curlcraft  a sculpted curl movement
 

TOP 3 CURLY HAIR TIPS 
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APPLY TO 
VERY WET HAIR

This is another very
important part of  having
great hair days. Don't wrap
your hair in a towel to get it
to dry some first. It's too late
to get control doing it this
way. 

Gently towel blot in
scrunching manner so hair
isn't dripping wet. For
maximum definition, use
careful not to rough up
hair or disrupt curls.

Apply product to hair when
it's very wet. This will allow
for better product
distribution. The wetter, the
better. You can towel blot
after application if needed.
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PRODUCT APPLICATION

Along with the right products,
application is key. You don't
want to just throw it on and
comb it through. This will result
in uneven application or missed
sections, along with broken up
curls. 

Start at the ends and work
your way up. The ends are
where you need it most.
Often times the ends are
forgotten or not given
enough care, resulting in
frizzy fly away ends. 

Apply with flat palms
together in downward
swiping motions, then
scrunching upward to
keep curls together and
assure a thorough
application.

View my Amazon picks for
dealing with curls  HERE
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https://www.haircraftbyjo.com/amazon-recommendations


CURLY JOURNEY

I believe that I have great
information to share with you
that will amaze your clients.
It certainly has amazed mine.
I'm excited to be offering my
method of embracing curls
in my Curlcraft online course.
My hopes are that this
course will help eliminate
any fears or unnecessary
struggles, and send you back
to the salon feeling
empowered and confident.

HOT TRENDS 

Curls and natural texture
are trending, so why not get
a handle on them and learn
to WOW your clients! You
don't miss out on this. 

Instagram @haircraft_by_jo
Facebook Haircraft by Jo
Pinterest Haircraft by Jo

Continue to follow the
Curlcraft journey on social
media here~
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www.curlcrafteducation.com

Sign up link for the 
ultimate online curly hair 
course is here~ 

https://www.instagram.com/haircraft_by_jo/
https://www.facebook.com/haircraftbyjo/
https://www.pinterest.com/haircrafterjo
http://www.curlcrafteducation.com/


      OF THE POPULATION 
HAS NATURAL TEXTURE 

and they need your help!

I'm ready to learn!
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https://curlcraft-education.newzenler.com/courses/curlcraft
https://curlcraft-education.newzenler.com/courses/curlcraft
https://curlcraft-education.newzenler.com/courses/curlcraft

